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Stanley Rosen Faculty Development Endowment
Fall 2021

Marcella Brenner Grants for Faculty Development and Research funds projects that
contribute to the faculty member's professional, artistic, or scholarly research and
development. The Faculty Grants Committee meets to review Marcella Brenner Grants
applications and recommends a ranked slate of proposals for grant awards on the
basis of the evaluation criteria. The Fall 2021 Brenner Grants for Faculty Development
and Research grant program received 13 applications, of which 10 were able to be
supported. The following proposals have received funding.

Bobbin Lace Research and Residency
Sasha Baskin
First Year Experience (FYE)

This project explores the geometry of bobbin lace as translated into image and pixel.
Working with an applied mathematician, Sasha Baskin has explored bobbin lace as a
geometrical torus form and a complete system. Each stitch comes from a carefully
organized structure of inputs and outputs (crosses and twists). The different
arrangements of these simple structures create tonal variation that can function like a
pixel grid. Building off of Veronika Irvine’s Tesselace research, they have collaboratively
built bobbin lace patterns based on digital imagery. Previously limited to three shades
of tonality based on Baskin’s bobbin lace stitch knowledge and the size of her
workspace, this project explores an expansion of the stitch variation and tonal
possibility. This project was awarded  $1,967.50 in funds.

ORBIS TERTIUS -HLAER TO JANGR-
Eduardo Corral aka TLaloC
First Year Experience (FYE) | Illustration

Summer 2021 Eduardo Corral (aka TLaloC) created a site-specific exhibition taking
place at the ICA Baltimore and that extended over the entirety of the North Avenue
Market–including a giant storage area full of detritus, a labyrinth-like basement, and an
abandoned bowling alley. It was experienced in a pitch dark environment only lit by the
artwork itself. Coupled with fog, scents, sound, and projected videos, it created a
multi-sensory experience that offers a post-apocalyptic vision of Baltimore’s
architecture, history, and future. The exhibition is a direct allusion to the short story



Tlön, Uqbar, Orbis, Tertius by the Argentinian writer Jorge Luis Borges. The experience
is allegorical to the story, intended to show the exact point where Corral’s world and
Borges’ converge. This project was awarded  $2,000.00 in funds.

Performance of Voices (the project is not named yet)
Soheila Ghaussy, PhD
Humanistic Studies

Recent events in Afghanistan prompted Soheila Ghaussy to create a performance
piece that contributes to the conversation around the most recent crisis. The
performance is based on an ongoing series of prose poems (in the form of “voices”)
where she is continuously adding voices to reflect current events. In the collection,
Ghaussy maps the losses, joys, and longings of Afghan girls and women by imagining
them as speaking about their experiences in a highly gender-segregated and
patriarchal society traumatized by wars and foreign involvement. To develop what the
voices utter she spoke to other expatriates, read about Afghan women, and heard of
their plight through their friends and family. This project was awarded  $1,301.50  in
funds.

Art Criticism in Real Time: Reviewing Shows in D.C. and NYC
Kerr Houston
Art History, Theory, and Criticism|First Year Experience (FYE)

This fall, Kerr Houston will be writing extended reviews of two major museum
exhibitions (Laurie Anderson: The Weather, at the Hirshhorn, and Soft Water Hard
Stone, the 2021 New Museum Triennial) for BmoreArt, one of the most widely read arts
websites in the region. Houston will use Brenner funds to support the travel required to
complete reviews of these exhibitions. This project was awarded  $356.00 in funds.

To be sound is to be solid: a video installation
Erin Johnson
Film and Video

Erin Johnson received funding for a video/sculpture installation that brings together the
story of a seaside home designed and built by two women in the late 1960s, with a
current international effort to map the entire seafloor by 2030. In January, Johnson
lived in the former home of Beverly Hallam and Mary Leigh-Smart, a modernist house
whose interior moves from enormous windows overlooking the ocean to shadowy
corridors. In the video, she deciphers floorplans of this house whose queer history is



largely opaque and talk with an oceanographer about what it means to map unknown
spaces. By investigating gaps in queer archives and scientific research, the installation
addresses questions of indefinability, erasure, and transparency. This project was
awarded  $1,900.00 in funds.

Biomythography Bayou
Dr. Mel Michelle Lewis
Humanistic Studies | Ecosystems Sustainability and Justice

Biomythography Bayou is a decolonizing narrative portraiture book project featuring
experimental performative writing. With an emphasis on queer, intersex, trans, and
femme embodied knowledges, this manuscript engages West African worldviews,
Poarch Band (Creek Nation) wisdom, and Black Catholic Creole cosmology. Paring
contextualizing non-fiction essays with biomythographic narrative portraiture,
Biomythography Bayou presents local and regional Black southern folklore, dialect,
foodways, religious and spiritual practices, music, and cultural events. This project was
awarded  $2,000.00 in funds.

No Man's Land at the Burren Annual Exhibition
Hugh Pocock
First Year Experience (FYE )| General Fine Arts | Interdisciplinary Sculpture

No Man's Land is a solo exhibition of Hugh Pocock’s work hosted by the Burren
College of Art  (Co.Clare, Ireland). For the past several years his work has focused on
the growing international movement towards legal sovereignty of Nature. This
exhibition will bring together photographs, drawings, and video that are the outcome of
research and creative engagement with this dynamic issue–serving as a space for
visual work and an educational platform. Video recordings of testimonials by persons–
primarily of the voices of Indigenous people–engaged in cultural and legal activism on
different international Rights of Nature efforts will be displayed. This project was
awarded  $2,000.00 in funds.

Textile Development at the Textiel Lab, Tilburg, NL
Piper Shepard
Fiber

Piper Shepard will work at the Textiel Lab in Tilburg, NL in their passementerie
(decorative trim/braid/woven construction) lab and library. She will team up with their
specialists to explore a contemporary approach to this historical craft for incorporation



into a new body of work. Her intent is to research materials for woven structures to
create combinations that are recycled and local, with mixtures of yarns that have a low
environmental impact. Working on their looms and machinery Shepard will create
artwork with this increasingly rarefied form to explore its ornamentation, beauty,
gesture, and history. This project was awarded $2,000.00 in funds.

Indexing & Image Rights for Forthcoming Publications
Sarah-Neel Smith
Art History, Theory, and Criticism

Sarah-Neel Smith will use Brenner Grant funds to defray the costs of indexing and
image rights for two forthcoming publications–her first book, Metrics of Modernity: Art
and Development in Postwar Turkey (University of California Press, 2022) and the
beginnings of a second project, encompassed in the article “Frank Stella in Iran:
Geopolitics and Late Modernist Painting” (American Art, 2022). These publications are
central to Smith’s transition from the first to the second phase of her career as a
scholar. This project was awarded  $2,000.00 in funds.

Making Sense of New Necro-Technologies, Association of Asian Studies
Conference
Ruth E. Toulson
Humanistic Studies

In Asian cities, shared forces of demographic change, urbanization, and
commercialization have radically reshaped deathcare. In response, governments and
private companies have launched high-tech solutions for the storage of human
remains, for veneration of the ancestors, and for mourning the deceased. At the
Association of Asian Studies Annual Meeting (March 2022), Toulson will participate ina
panel drawing together ethnographic research and human-computer interaction design
studies from Japan, Taiwan, South Korea, and Singapore. They will examine how new
technologies such as live-streamed funerals, high-tech columbaria, and virtual grave
visits are transforming the sensory intimacy of death ritual. This project was awarded
$1,975.00  in funds.


